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Abstract: 

This paper related stock market prediction using hadoop. Today, in industries and in academics, people are working on very huge 

amount of data that is working in terabytes and petabytes, and for accessing such huge amount of data different new and 

upcoming technologies and data mining algorithms are used. The data min ing techniques such as map reduce; classification, 

prediction etc. are used. The input i.e data is in very large amount so their requirements are also high. The data coming as an input 

is very large and cannot be kept on a single node. After storing all data on a single node, we have to access that data parallel. 

Hadoop is the framework where we can access large amount of data in parallel manner. Hadoop allows us to work on clusters 

with thousands of node. A distributed file  system in the hadoop framework is the main component of hadoop ecosystem and is 

used to manage the file system. Hadoop also implements a parallel computation algorithm i.e. MapReduce, is the key algorithm. 

The Hadoop Map Reduce engine uses to distribute work around cluster. MapReduce divides the small modules and these works in 

parallel and is known as mapping and the results are combined into final output and these is called as reduce stage.  This system is 

based on Stock Market Prediction based on Hadoop. Stock Market has high profit and high risk features that’s why its prediction 

must be in parallel of accuracy. The main issue about such data are, these are very complex and can be learned by a data min ing 

methods. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

The use of mobile devices  and internet has become a very  

important part of our daily routine. Today we can hard ly pick 

up newspaper, turn on television, overhear a conversion or talk 

to a friend without mentioning Internet. Using nothing more 

than an Internet connection and an account with an online 

broker, one can sell or buy shares of stocks. The number of 

people using the Internet to invest is growing fast. As the stock 

runs up and down, of record territory, investors are 

increasingly turning to the Web to research, discuss the trade 

stocks and securities. To analyze the large volume of data and 

to process it, is difficult and challenging and there are different 

methods. Hadoop is a very fast way for massively parallel 

processing. Hadoop analyze the scattered data and predict the 

future trends and business intelligence solutions which would 

benefit the enterprise and client all together. In this system, we 

develop a broadly applicable parallel programming method. 

We adapt Google’s map-reduce paradigm to demonstrate this 

parallel speed up technique on feed neural network. Big Data 

is a collection of large datasets that cannot be processed using 

traditional computing technique. For eg, the volume of data 

Facebook or Youtube need require it to collect and manage 

data on a daily basis; can fall under the category of Big Data. 

Big Data involves aspects- Velocity, Variety, Volume and 

Complexity. 

 

II. PROPOS ED SYS TEM 
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Figure.1. Architecture Diagram 

The above fig. shows our simple model of stock market  

prediction. User or new stock holder is the end user of the 

application. He searches for the company shares to invest 

money. And can also sell the shares. Money control is the 

leading financial informat ion source. Manage your finance 

with our online investment portfolios Live Stock Price, Stock 

trading News Live CNBC TV 18 etc. Server act as an 

intermediate for communicating with the database and the 

user. It is responsible for generating appropriate query to 

retrieve informat ion from the database. It consist the data of 

the reviews that are fetched from the Money Control Website. 

Hadoop is an efficient and very fast way for massively parallel 

processing. Hadoop is one of the method which is used to 

realize the primary goal to analyze the scattered data and 

predict future trends and business intelligence solutions which 

would benefit the enterprise and client all together. 

 
Figure.2. Block Diagram. 

 

The user will login using login credentials i.e. username and 

password. The user can buy the shares for any product as well 

as he can sell the shares. The system will fetch the reviews 

from the stock market websites such as Money Control and 

apply Naive Baye’s Algorithm. It will give probability to each 

word in the review and category the word according to the 
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probability. The rev iews with lowest probability will be 

deleted and the reviews with the highest probability will be 

taken for the prediction. According to the probability, 

prediction about profit or loss of product will be displayed to 

the user in the graphical form. 

 

III. RELATED S YSTEM 

 

In the proposed system, map reduce component is used to 

allow to work on small modules and work parallel. Th is 

system also uses HDFS d istributed file system for managing 

the files. 

 

Map Reduce: Map reduce is the high level programming  

system. This helps in doing the computation of the problem in  

parallel using all the connected machines so that the output, 

results are obtained in efficient manner. DFS also provides 

data replication up to three times to avoid data loss in case of 

media failures. The Master node stores the huge data HDFS  

and runs parallel computations on all the data i.e Map 

Reduce. 
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Figure.3. MapReduce Architecture  

 

1. The NameNode coordinates and monitors the data storage 

function (HDFS), while the Job Tracker coordinates the 

parallel processing of data using Map Reduce. 

2. Slave node does the actual work of storing the data and 

running the computations. Master nodes give the 

instructions of their Slave node. Each slave runs both a 

Data node and a Task Tracker daemon that communicate 

with their respective Master nodes. 

3. The Data node is a slave to the Name node. 

4. The Task Tracker is a slave to the Job Tracker. 

 

Responsibilities of Map Reduce Framework are:  

1. Provides overall coordination of execution.  

2.  Selects nodes for running mappers. 

3. Start and monitors mapper’s execution.  

4. Sort and shuffle output pf the mappers. 

5. Chooses locations for reducer’s execution.  

6. Delivers the output of mapper to reducer node. 

7. Starts and monitors reducer’s execution. 

 

HDFS: HDFS is a distributed file system that provides a 

limited interface for managing the file system to allow it to 

scale and provide high throughput. HDFS creates  mult iple 

replicas of each data block and distributed them on computers 

throughout a cluster to enable reliable and rap id access. When 

a file is loaded into HDFS, it is replicated and fragmented into 

“blocks” of data, which are stored across the cluster nodes; the 

cluster nodes are also called the Data Node. The Name Node is 

responsible for storage and management of metadata, so that 

when Map Reduce or another execution framework calls for 

the data, the Name Node informs it where the data is needed 

resides. 

 

IV. HDFS components: 

  

HDFS has two main components: 

 
1. Name Node: Name node is the master that contains 

metadata. In  general, it  maintains the directories and files and 

manages the blocks which are present on the Data Node.  

The following are the functions of Name Node: 

 Manages namespace of the file  system in memory. 

 Maintains “inode” information.  

 Maps inode to the list of blocks and locations. 

 Takes care of authentication and authorizat ion. 

 
2. Data Node: Data Nodes are the slaves which provide 

the actual storage and are deployed on each machine. They are 

responsible for processing read and writes requests for the 

clients.  

The following are the other functions of Data Node: 

 Handles block storage on mult iple volumes and also 

maintain block integrity. 

 Period ically sends heartbeats and also the block 

reports to Name Node. 

 

Naïve Bayes Theorem  

Bayesian reasoning is applied for making decisions and 

inferential statistics that deals with probability interference. It  

is used to knowledge the prior events and predict the future 

events. 

 
Algorithm: 

Derivation: 

D: Set of tuples 

 Each tuple is an ‘n’ dimensional attribute 

vector 

 X: (x1,x2,x3,…,xn) 

Let there be ‘m’ classes: C1, C2, C3,…. Cm 

Naïve Bayes classifier predicts belongs to Class Ci if  

 P(Ci/X)>P(Cj/X) for l<=j<=m, j<>i 

Maximum Posterior Hypothesis 

 P(Ci/X)= P(X/Ci) p(Ci)/ P(X) 

 Maximize P(X/Ci) P(Ci) as P(X) is constant. 

With many attributes, it is computationally expensive to 

evaluate P(X/Ci). 

Naïve Assumption of “class conditional independence” 

 P(X/Ci)= ∏ P(xk/  Ci) 

 P(X/Ci)=P(x1/Ci)*P(x2/Ci)*….*P(xn/Ci)  

  

V.CONCLUS ION 

 

Stock market has very large amount of investors who wants to 

invest their money into shares through selling shares or buying 

the shares. Through this system the investors are able to obtain 

the time stock information, finding stock information, finding 

stock chart, news and research on internet that can help users 

to find the right investments strategies with good profit.  
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